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ON THE SHOULDERS OF A GIANT:
LOOKING BACK, YET LOOKING FORWARD

R ereading the Rav’s magisterial essay/derasha Kol Dodi Dofek
after a break of many years is a paradoxical experience charac-
terized by mixed emotions. On the one hand it is an intellectu-

al and emotional delight to reencounter the profound arguments, the
exquisite weave of halakhic and aggadic/philosophic themes, the pas-
sionate advocacy, and the incomparable flights of rhetoric that are the
hallmarks of the Rav’s written presentations of his public derashot. It is a
chance, once again, to be inspired and revivified in one’s devotion to
religious-Zionism and the State of Israel, to explore with the Rav a
meaningful religious response to evil, and to ruminate on the nature of
the Jewish people and the ties that bind us as a people. Yet, at the same
time, with the passage of years, some reflection, and the seismic shifts in
the history of the Jewish people and the State of Israel in the last half-
century, aspects of the essay can arguably be questioned as problematic
and in some ways incomplete.

The Rav’s essay divides neatly into four major units:
1. An exploration of the meaning of evil in the world from a Judaic

perspective. Its themes were later developed and expanded upon in a
number of essays and letters, the bulk of which appeared in the recently
published Out of the Whirlwind.

2. An excursus on the notion of the “six divine knocks” reflected in
the wondrous events surrounding the establishment of the State of
Israel and their religious message. This section concludes with sharp
remarks calling on the Diaspora religious community for self-criticism
and action in making aliya, as well as helping build up, defend, and
shape the nature and character of the fledgling state.

3. An analysis of the concepts of the two covenants (covenant of
fate and covenant of destiny or purpose) that form the basis of Jewish
peoplehood and bind the Jewish people throughout history. 

4. A fervent articulation of the role of the religious-Zionist camp in
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the national life of the contemporary (1950s) State of Israel. It sketches
out the religious and spiritual lacunae of secular Zionism as understood
by the Rav. 

Given the nature and space constraints of this forum, my comments
will only touch upon the middle two sections of the essay. They cannot
relate to every point raised by the Rav, but do, hopefully, touch on
some major themes and their resonance for us today in shaping a reli-
gious-Zionist world-view.

•     •     •

The second section, the most celebrated portion of the essay (often
excerpted as a separate unit and for decades taught in Israeli high
schools), articulates the Rav’s view of God’s hand in history in the
founding of the State of Israel, seeing those events as divine blessings
and wake-up calls to us all after the long dark night of hester panim that
was the Holocaust. The Rav’s articulation of passionate religious-
Zionism with its multifaceted aspects still resonates and stirs the soul.
The notions of Israel as the safe haven for oppressed Jewry, the pride
and connection to Judaism that its establishment has instilled in Jews
often distant from their heritage, both here and throughout the world,
the notion that Jews will defend themselves and “by their blood they
shall live,” the Jew as once more part of the historical drama and not
some fossilized remnant all still carry great weight and truth. (I am sure
that in light of the various weaknesses of the UN to prevent genocides
and wars throughout the world in the last fifty years, many would still
feel that the Rav’s off-hand comment still rings true: “I am inclined to
believe that the United Nations was brought into being by Divine prov-
idence for the purpose of fulfilling this mission [establishing the State of
Israel]. It appears to me that one cannot point to any other real
achievement of the UN.”)

Moreover, the Rav’s religious-Zionist thinking is extremely signifi-
cant in that it assiduously ignores any messianic or redemptive themes
in its advocacy of a positive religious view of the establishment of the
State of Israel. This factor alone is significant enough to have the essay
retain a central place in the education of religious-Zionist youth in
Israel and the Diaspora. The redemptive and messianically inclined reli-
gious-Zionism that has so dominated the discourse and thinking of the
dati-le’umi community and its educational and political ethos for the
last four decades since the Six Day War has had some disastrous results.
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It has crowded out other perspectives, led to an excessive focus on
Torah values (such as ahavat erets Yisra’el) to the exclusion of other sig-
nificant ones, helped fuel a growing militancy and stridency within the
dati-le’umi community (leading in some isolated cases to anti-halakhic,
immoral, and illegal behavior; e.g., the Jewish underground, the mur-
ders of Arabs at Me’arat ha-Makhpela, the Rabin assassination, the calls
for religious soldiers to refuse orders to evacuate settlers during the dis-
engagement, and the recent clashes with Israeli policemen during evac-
uations of illegal outposts), and alienated much of the religious-Zionist
community from a large portion of the Israeli body politic. The Rav’s
worldview—in line with the classical Mizrahi thought of leaders such as
Rav Reiness and Rav Amiel—presents a more pragmatic, realistic, and
even-keeled approach to the religious significance of the State in our
historical context.

At the same time, in rereading this portion one is struck as much by
what is not said as by what is articulated. The essay contains no mention
of the significance of Jewish sovereignty—malkhut Yisra’el (with all its
spiritual flaws)—as a major religious concept embodied in the establish-
ment of the State of Israel. (Nor, in my reading, is this theme developed
in any significant way in subsequent published lectures on Zionism such
as Hamesh Derashot.) This notion of recognition of the value of Jewish
sovereignty, in and of itself, rooted in various Gemarot, Maimonides’
comments at the outset of Hilkhot Hanukka, and other sources is a
powerful model in analyzing the events of 1948 and onward. Indeed, it
is a staple in the thought of leading religious-Zionist thinkers as diverse
as Rav Shlomo Goren zt”l, and le-havdil ben hayyim le-hayyim, Rav
Yehuda Amital and mori ve-rabbi Rav Aharon Lichtenstein. It is one
which resonates strongly within the thinking of many Modern Ortho-
dox Jews and connects us with a central biblical and rabbinic concept.
This concept has, in recent years, taken quite a beating in a number of
religious-Zionist circles with the constant drumbeat of setting up con-
flicts between fidelity to the presumed values of erets Yisra’el and those
of Medinat Yisra’el, challenging the legitimacy of the decisions of the
Knesset, and a general onslaught on elected leaders, democracy, and the
institutions of the State. The Rav, I believe, would have been fiercely
opposed to many of these phenomena on practical and moral grounds.
However, it must be admitted that a full-throated affirmation of the
religious significance of the State in terms of malkhut Yisra’el is not one
of the categories the Rav deploys. One can speculate that this absence
bespeaks the Rav’s ambivalence to the whole notion of the political
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entity of the State in Jewish thought, to his general inclination to high-
light the significance of the individual and his religious experience over
and above any communal or national dimension, or even to some hid-
den sympathy with his uncle’s reservations as to finding a place in the
halakhic universe for a secular Jewish state. But the fact remains.

Moreover, other central concepts that are part of the woof and
warp of a robust religious-Zionist worldview (again, I emphasize, with-
out any recourse to messianic overtones) are either wholly absent or
highly muted in Kol Dodi Dofek or many of the Rav’s subsequent lec-
tures on the significance of the Jewish State. The role of Israel in allow-
ing us to experience Judaism not only on the individual terms of the
yahid or the communal terms of the synagogue or bet ha-midrash, sta-
ples of the Diaspora, but on the national level of a full-bodied living
nation in its own land, of an am with a government, army, and eco-
nomic infrastructure is not developed beyond the notion of the
mahaneh which the Rav sees as an existence forced upon individuals
looking for mutual protection rather than some existentially le-khathila
model. While the Rav clearly speaks in terms of the Jewish people
bonded together in multiple covenants, majestically spanning the course
of time and continents, bonding Jews all over, what is, however, missing
is the unique notion that the sovereign Jewish polity in the land of
Israel has the status of either representing or playing the role of the cen-
tral manifestation of the am as a national entity (hani hu de-ikrei kahal;
aval hanakh lo ikrei kahal [Horayot 3a]) in sharp contrast to the exis-
tence of Jewish communities in the Diaspora. This notion (of our abili-
ty and responsibility in our own homeland to develop the national
aspects of our existence and not simply the dalet amot of our individual
existence) is one of the central pillars of classical religious-Zionist
thought. Moreover, notions of being in the land which “God watches
from the beginning of the year to the end of the year” or of experienc-
ing a more organic and whole Jewish existence in the areas of shemirat
ha-mitsvot (either in light of Ramban’s theology or on a less mystical
level) do not make their way into the essay either. Central lines of argu-
ment such as the blessing of opportunity to be in the place where
Jewish history and destiny will ultimately be forged, or the potential
that halakha will experience a renaissance as it now must creatively
address or blaze new paths in confronting the multi-faceted challenges
it faces in the modern world (as evidenced in some of the writings of
Rav Kook, the sharp and robust formulations of the early period [1930-
40s] in the writings of Yeshayahu Leibowitz and the circles of the reli-
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gious Kibbutz movement, the efforts of Rav Maimon, the work of some
of the scholars associated with the Ha-Torah ve-haMedina project in the
first decade of the state’s existence, and the later writings of Eliezer
Berkovits) are absent from this essay and almost entirely absent from
the Rav’s later writings. Furthermore, the potential of the State of Israel
to influence the entire world, a world dominated by nation states, in the
spirit of or la-goyyim is not an idea that the Rav takes up here or in sub-
sequent writings.

•     •     •

The third section focuses on the two covenants that bind Jews as a peo-
ple throughout Jewish history. At one pole stands berit goral (the
covenant of fate, the shared history and experience of the Jewish collec-
tive from time immemorial). This covenant binds all Jews, whether
observant or non-observant of the mitsvot, in a shared collective of
memory, suffering, triumph, and survival. This covenant, forged in the
crucible of Egyptian bondage and the subsequent miraculous Exodus,
precedes the revelation at Sinai chronologically. Beyond that, however,
lies the ultimate covenant, berit ye’ud (covenant of destiny or faith), that
binds Jews in a shared community of values, ideals, and faith commit-
ments expressed in a unique way of life (shemirat ha-mitsvot) and a
commitment to a particular set of beliefs (emunot ve-de’ot).

In the Rav’s scheme, all Jews, irrespective of religious outlook, must
work together to ensure the physical and economic well-being of the
nation and the national home that is the State of Israel. The covenant of
fate binds the irreligious Mapam kibbutznik and the religious moshavnik
in Kfar ha-Ro’eh, even if they share nothing in common in their vision as
to the covenant of faith and purpose of the Jewish mission. Thus, reli-
gious Jews can fully work within the Zionist framework—and show alle-
giance to the State—as long as they are focused on Israel as a national
homeland, defending Israel’s security, building up the state, and ensur-
ing its material growth. No compromise, however, and no cooperation
can be brooked in areas that touch on our definition of what it means to
be a Jew (i.e., the notion of the New Jew, unfettered by the exilic experi-
ence), nor can a historical, cultural Judaism in any way replace our time-
honored vision of a religio-political entity committed to Torah u-mitsvot
and the messianic denouement of history. 

This stark dichotomy echoes similar dichotomies that the Rav
developed in parallel areas that confronted Orthodoxy in the mid- and
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late-1950s. For example, in similar terms, that very same year, the Rav
articulated his position as to the proper bounds of interaction by
Orthodox rabbis and organizations with their Reform and Conservative
counterparts. In his famous formulation, in areas kelapei huts (touching
on external Jewish concerns) such as the security of the State of Israel,
anti-Semitism, economic needs, and the general welfare of the Jewish
community in its representation to the outside world, the Jewish collec-
tive should work together and ideally speak in one voice. However, in
matters kelapei penim (internal religious issues) such as definitions of
conversion standards, joint publications of Torah literature, etc., Ortho-
doxy should tread its own separate path. (Except, the Rav added, in
subsequent oral remarks and written correspondence, if the Orthodox
representatives have veto power to ensure that the traditional viewpoint
will be protected and carry the day.) In these areas, Orthodoxy and its
heterodox or secular co-religionists cannot work together under joint
umbrellas that artificially harmonize irreconcilable differences on mat-
ters that touch on the very essence of Judaism.

These comments of the Rav generally have been read as indicating
that in the realms of the covenant of faith, we share nothing in com-
mon with our secular or heterodox brethren. Our connection, a power-
ful one though it is, is exclusively in the realm of the covenant of fate,
in our physical and historical bond to every Jew throughout the world
as a member of the extended family. And it is this bond which impels us
to work together shoulder to shoulder with the secularists in Israel and
the Diaspora.

Upon reflection, though, this formulation strikes me as excessively
narrow. Is it really true that we share nothing in common with our secu-
lar Zionist or Reform and Conservative co-religionists in central areas of
our religious, spiritual, and moral existence? Even if we do differ on car-
dinal areas, and these should not be minimized, are there not other areas
where the differences reflect shared goals but differing means? Indeed,
no less a towering figure than R. Aharon Lichtenstein has intimated such
an approach in numerous published writings in the last two decades:

Orthodoxy cannot accord secularists or dissenters the hechsher they so
incessantly demand. We can, however, place greater emphasis upon the
factors that, which without denying difference, transcend it, upon con-
fraternity, upon historical and existential ties, upon essential components
of a shared moral and spiritual vision, upon elements of both a common
fate and a common destiny (Jewish Action [Fall 1986], 39).
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It is in this spirit, and not only as vehicles of political and social
compromise, that recent attempts to create “mutual covenants of
understanding” by leading religious and secular figures such as Rav
Yaakov Medan and Prof. Ruth Gavizon should be encouraged. A more
mature, developed, economically powerful, and robust State of Israel,
hopefully less threatened by existential survival and looking for meaning
and definition as a Jewish-democratic state confronts us today. Together
with that, the challenges of post-Zionist elites who seek to neuter the
Jewish nature of the State requires the partnership—in an engaged and
robust coalition—of the forces of religious-Zionism and the silent
majority of committed secular Zionists who continue to share the vision
of nurturing and ensuring the continuity of a democratic Jewish state.

Finally, finding common ground and mutual lines of communica-
tion with an important small slice—but one with great potential
growth—of younger Israelis who are flocking to programs such as Elul
or Alma, secular batei midrash where non-observant Israelis seek to find
meaning and values in the texts of our tradition, is certainly an avenue
that needs to be pursued.


